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1 PROBLEM & MOTIVATION

Over the past few years, the spotlight has been on the Internet of Things (IoT) market due to the sheer amount being deployed worldwide. With the IoT boom taking place, cyberattacks on embedded devices are now accelerating at an unprecedented rate [1]. The vulnerabilities in firmware, a class of software that is written to an embedded device to control user applications and various hardware functions, leave embedded systems open to attacks [2]. Although memory corruption vulnerabilities [3] have been around for decades, they also dominate the share of top-rated threats in embedded devices [4]. For example, buffer overflow bugs in WiFi routers and smart home devices allow remote attackers to completely take over the device and enter the home network [5]. Besides, return-oriented programming (ROP) techniques enable attackers to chain together short instruction sequences (i.e., code gadgets) already present in the program’s memory to bypass the executable-space protection [6].

Firmware developers rely on C/C++ shared libraries for fast prototyping and development (e.g., uClibc [7]). Due to the “one-size-fits-all” design, although firmware typically requires a small number of library functions, it has to load the entire library code into memory at runtime. For example, libc code are only used 5% on average by a program [8]. Compared with the small codebase of firmware, the large code space of shared libraries provides enough reusable code gadgets to create Turing-complete malicious programs [6]. Embedded devices are known to have limited hardware resources in terms of CPU performance, storage capabilities, and memory size. Besides, as firmware has to interact with a multitude of low-level peripherals, a robust firmware dynamic execution framework is still an open problem [9–11]. Therefore, these limitations restrict the adoption of expensive ROP countermeasures to secure embedded systems.

2 BACKGROUND & RELATED WORK

Recently, software debloating emerges as a new security hardening solution to reduce the attack surface by removing consumer-unwanted features or unused code, generating a large body of literature. In particular, library debloating techniques [8, 12, 13] have demonstrated their security impact by eliminating a large number of reusable code gadgets from shared libraries. Furthermore, they can significantly reduce the amount of code to be analyzed by other security techniques, such as continuous code re-randomization [14] and control-flow integrity schemes [15].

Static library debloating reveals unique benefits to embedded systems. First, it safeguards firmware without incurring additional runtime overhead or memory footprint. Second, unlike PC software, static library debloating does not compromise firmware forward compatibility. Embedded devices typically have no interface for an end-user to install new application packages; instead, the update mechanism is the single firmware image update: users download a new firmware image from the hardware manufacturer and re-flash it to the device. As a result, the post-deployment library debloating does not interfere with the new firmware image.

2.1 Shared Library Debloating

In the literature, several techniques have been recently proposed to detect and remove unused code from shared libraries [8, 12, 13]. We compare them with our work, named µTrimmer, in Table 1. It lists different assumptions (e.g., source code, debug symbols, and sample inputs), debloating granularity, performance penalty, and the amount of code reduction. Obviously, our work has fewer assumptions. Below, we discuss their strengths and limitations.

Piece-wise [8] Given the source code of the application and its dependent libraries, piece-wise contains two steps: 1) an LLVM pass generates a full-program dependency graph; 2) a custom loader dynamically loads the functions that are present in the dependency graph. The first step adopts inter-procedural static value-flow analysis [16] to resolve indirect code pointer dependencies within a library. The second step masks unused library functions when loading the library, resulting in an extra load-time slowdown (~20%). In addition to the load-time slowdown, piece-wise works on each application individually, and thus each application has to load its own custom library code. When piece-wise is applied to multiple applications, the union size of all debloated library versions will far outstrip gains from piece-wise’s debloating.

Nibbler [12] This work aims to debloat non-stripped library binaries and then create reduced versions. By removing unused code from allowable control flows, Nibbler demonstrates the efficiency boost of continuous code re-randomization [14] and control-flow integrity defenses [15]. However, Nibbler still depends on a strong assumption: library binary code is not stripped from debug symbols. Nibbler takes advantage of these additional information to identify function boundaries, construct library function call graphs, and detect address-taken functions that could be targeted by indirect calls. Unfortunately, all program binaries installed on Linux are stripped of symbols by default. Even worse, to further reduce firmware size, many developers take a more aggressive stripping method to remove binary code’s section headers; this will frustrate the tool objdump used by Nibbler.

BlankIt [13] At the other end of the spectrum, BlankIt only loads the set of library functions needed at a given call site and wipes out all remaining library functions. BlankIt’s just-in-time loading strategy requires the application source code and sample inputs to train a decision tree predictor, which predicts the chain of library functions that are expected to occur at a given call site. This predictor will guide BlankIt’s demand-driven loading at runtime. Compared with static debloating approaches, BlankIt’s aggressive style shows a very high percentage of code reduction, because
only a small portion of library functions are visible during any given runtime window. However, the access to application source code, the deployment environment of dynamic binary instrumentation, and the high runtime overhead make BlankIt impractical to resource-limited embedded systems.

### 2.2 MIPS Architectural Support

As both ARM and MIPS dominate the share of embedded systems, a natural question is whether μTrimmer can work on both architectures. Our work is built on top of two non-trivial pipelines: disassembling binary code and extracting control flow graphs (CFGs). Our contribution lies in how to identify unused library code without resolving indirect control flow targets. However, the reliability of the initial stage of the pipeline (i.e., code disassembly) actually affects the reliability of the overall approach. The recent study on ARM disassembly tools has demonstrated that two complex problems, which are inline data in code sections and a mixture of ARM, 16-bit Thumb-1, and 32-bit Thumb-2 instruction sets, bring serious challenges to disassembling stripped ARM binaries [17]. In contrast, MIPS binaries do not have such complicated properties, making reliably disassembling MIPS binaries a solved problem.

Furthermore, MIPS Application Binary Interface (ABI) [18] specifications provide handy hints to optimize the address-taken block(s)/functions detection. For example, a shared library is position-independent code (PIC), in which most control flow targets are accessed or calculated through the global offset table (GOT) [19]. MIPS ABI specifies two special-purposes registers: 1) $gp register stores the GOT’s base address, and 2) $t9 register stores the callee function’s address. Monitoring the access to these two registers provides a short cut to explicitly identify the access patterns to the GOT. In contrast, ARM binaries do not have such an advantage—they can use any general-purpose register to calculate and store the GOT indexing. The use of general-purpose registers for address calculations requires us to perform an expensive data flow analysis (e.g., backward slicing) to achieve the same goal.

### 2.3 Indirect Control Flow

Library deboating requires precise detection of unused code and not missing legitimate code dependencies. We need to keep not only library call chains that are explicitly invoked by firmware but also potential callback functions via pointers. Although MIPS ABI makes static binary code analysis much easier, constructing a complete CFG is still the biggest obstacle. Failure to identify indirect control flow targets is very likely to incorrectly exclude used code. Previous works have adopted two techniques to mitigate this problem.

**Value-set Analysis** Balakrishnan and Reps proposed value-set analysis (VSA) technique [20] to identify a tight over-approximation of values in memory slots or registers. VSA is often used to understand the possible targets of an indirect control flow. Redini et al. [21] augment VSA via a new abstract model: signedness-agnostic strided interval. They also apply this new VSA algorithm to binary code deboating, but they only evaluate two very tiny programs with 555 LOC and 192 LOC. The value set obtained by VSA is over-approximated, and its accuracy is subject to the lack of runtime information and path explosion. Therefore, VSA results suffer from a high false positive rate [22]. Our evaluation also demonstrates that VSA is too imprecise for practical binary code deboating.

**Address-taken Function** Instead of statically resolving indirect control flow targets, a conservative approach is to detect address-taken (AT) functions, whose addresses are referenced as constants somewhere within a module (e.g., executable and shared/static object). Therefore, they are possible targets of indirect jump/call instructions. Control flow integrity [23] takes all relocation table entries as AT functions. Unfortunately, as all library functions have to be relocated due to PIC, this simple strategy will cause most library code not to be deboated. Nibbler [12] improves the detection strategy by removing AT functions only invoked in unused functions. However, Nibbler’s method suffers from two serious limitations: 1) compiler optimization effects can result in arithmetic calculations for function addresses, while Nibbler does not consider such cases; 2) it also misses the complex AT functions caused by C++ virtual functions and read-only global function pointers. As a result, Nibbler may both miss some deboating opportunities and incorrectly remove some used functions.

### 3 Uniqueness of the Approach

μTrimmer is a sample-input-agnostic, static library deboating technique that works directly on MIPS binaries. The cornerstone of our approach is to construct an inter-procedural control flow graph (ICFG) for each library. Some edges in the ICFG could be missing because we do not attempt to resolve indirect control flow targets. Nevertheless, our address-taken blocks/functions detection ensures that we can find all library basic blocks that could be used. Then, we attach them into the ICFG; that means there are no missing vertices in the ICFG, which is sufficient for the deboating purpose.

**Key Insight** As the global offset table (GOT) stores relocated addresses, most of the code addressing in position-independent

---

**Table 1: Comparison of representative library debloating approaches.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Source Code Needed</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Debug Symbols Needed</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Sample Inputs Needed</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Runtime Support</td>
<td>Custom Loader</td>
<td></td>
<td>Intel Pin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Architecture</td>
<td>x86/x86-64</td>
<td>x86-64</td>
<td>x86/x86-64</td>
<td>MIPS/MIPS64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deboating Granularity</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Basic Block</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load-time Slowdown</td>
<td>~20X</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>~10X</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Runtime Slowdown</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>~18%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Code Reduction Amount</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The basic blocks that are not included in the ICFG can be safely removed. Our strategy is to simply overwrite these extra basic blocks using a single-byte illegal instruction “0xFF.” The benefit of doing so is that any attempt to run the erased code will trigger an exception, and we are immediately aware of the problem. We mitigate the challenge of statically resolving indirect control flow targets by detecting possible address-taken (AT) blocks/functions. Therefore, the ICFG actually consists of multiple disconnected subgraphs. Unfortunately, the previous works \cite{12, 23} lack a complete picture of AT function types, hindering their effectiveness. We present a new, comprehensive taxonomy that covers all types of indirect jumps/calls.

### 3.3 Address Loading Classification

In the PIC code, most indirect control flows have to load constant values from the GOT to recalculate their addresses. Therefore, we classify the address loading patterns according to how indirect control flows interact with the GOT. In Figure 2, Type 1 corresponds to jump tables and C++ virtual functions, either directly loading from the GOT or calculated from a GOT entry. The core of our address-taken blocks/functions detection is to analyze the address loading patterns of the GOT and decide all legitimate addresses that could be referenced. The only exception we observed is using function pointers as read-only global variables; their relocated addresses are stored in the “.data.rel.ro” section. We handle this corner case with a special treatment.

### 3.2 ICFG Construction

The input to a library’s ICFG construction is the required API list from this library’s predecessors. Starting from each required API function’s entry point, we construct a control flow graph by detecting basic blocks and connecting the edges between them. All individual CFGs will be composed as a whole ICFG for this library. Please note that we did not differentiate whether an edge is inter-procedural or intra-procedural to determine function boundaries. The reason is that certain compiler optimizations (e.g., multi-entry functions, non-contiguous functions, and tail calls) \cite{25} make transitions between functions implicit.

We mitigate the challenge of statically resolving indirect control flow targets by detecting possible address-taken (AT) blocks/functions. Therefore, the ICFG actually consists of multiple disconnected subgraphs. Unfortunately, the previous works \cite{12, 23} lack a complete picture of AT function types, hindering their effectiveness. We present a new, comprehensive taxonomy that covers all types of indirect jumps/calls.

### 3.1 Overview

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of µTrimmer. 1 ~ 4 represent the following four workflow steps.

1. **Preprocess** Given a firmware image, we adopt Binwalk \cite{24} to extract the filesystem from the firmware image so that we can obtain application binaries and shared libraries. We also disassemble binary code using the linear scan strategy \cite{23}.

2. **Library Dependency Graph** Then, we collect the APIs required by firmware applications from different sources. As multiple libraries also have inter-module dependencies, the required APIs and the already-extracted libraries are composed to form a dependency graph. The topological sorting of this graph decides the prioritization of Step 3.

3. **ICFG Construction** Given the APIs required by its predecessors in the library dependency graph, we construct an ICFG for each library. We categorize different indirect control flows (e.g., jump table and virtual) according to how they load relocated addresses from the GOT. We apply symbolic execution and capitalize on MIPS ABI and PIC features to determine address-taken blocks/functions for each category. Our fine-grained method significantly narrows down the potential targets and covers all indirect control flow cases, including complicated cases from C++ libraries that cannot be handled by the existing work.

4. **Basic Block Erasure** The basic blocks that are not included in the ICFG can be safely removed. Our strategy is to simply overwrite these extra basic blocks using a single-byte illegal instruction “0xFF.” The benefit of doing so is that any attempt to run the erased code will trigger an exception, and we are immediately aware of implementation errors. Recent binary rewriting works \cite{26, 27, 28} offer an option to decrease the program size as well by deleting unused binary code. Unfortunately, they bear several limitations and trade-offs that can compromise soundness, such as updating code/data references, ignoring computed code pointers, requiring a custom loader to perform runtime address resolution, and non-negligible runtime overhead. We leave it as our future work.

µTrimmer’s output is a set of new thinned libraries that can be re-packaged into the firmware image. The following subsections present our inter-procedural control flow graph (ICFG) construction.

Figure 1: The overview of the µTrimmer. The whole process consists of four steps.
Figure 2: Six address loading patterns according to how indirect control flow targets are loaded from memory.

Table 2: The distribution of address loading types (see Figure 2) in SPEC CPU2017’s shared libraries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uClibc</td>
<td>84.1%</td>
<td>4.7%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libstdc++</td>
<td>84.6%</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td>3.4%</td>
<td>8.6%</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>libgcc</td>
<td>79.1%</td>
<td>17.1%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>3.8%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

respectively. Both of them occupy a contiguous data area, and they have a similar “pointer to pointer” access pattern. The difference is that the “Offset2” in Type 2 is a variable because it is decided by the switch-case input. In contrast, the “Offset1” in Type 3 is a variable because a different class has a different virtual table, while a virtual function has a fixed offset in the virtual table.

Inter-module Loading We find that the libraries written in C++ (e.g., libstdc++) may have two complex cases of inter-module address loading, in which a module’s GOT can be accessed by a different module’s instructions. Due to the lack of a global view, the AT function detection in one module does not know which virtual functions are eventually used. We will take a conservative solution to include all possible virtual functions. Another example is C++ exception handling; the real exception handlers’ addresses are loaded by a GCC library.

Arithmetic Calculation Compiler optimizations may perform arithmetic on a GOT entry to compute the target address between multiple instructions, hence data-flow analysis is required to detect such a case.

Read-only Global Function Pointers The vast majority of indirect control flow targets come from the GOT. The only counter-example we observed is function pointers used as read-only global variables. They are stored in the “data.rel.ro” section and initialized to a function’s address by the compiler. Our treatment is to label all relocated addresses in the “data.rel.ro” section as AT functions.

Distribution Table 2 shows the distribution of the six address loading types in SPEC CPU2017’s shared libraries. Type 3 is the most common type, but other types also occupy non-negligible portions. Virtual function loading and inter-module loading only happen in libstdc++, and only uClibc uses function pointers as read-only global variables. The portion of used code targeted by each address loading type is analogous to its distribution. Nibbler’s AT detection [12] only covers Type 1 and Type 2—missing any type could lead to incorrectly removing used code.

3.4 Detect AT Blocks/Functions via Symbolic Execution

Our address loading classification guides us to detect address-taken basic blocks and functions using symbolic execution. Given an initial CFG of a library’s function, our symbolic execution traverses each CFG node to detect the GOT’s access patterns. As $t9$ register stores the callee function’s address, we also use this value to set the initial state of symbolic execution. Any detected AT blocks/functions are added to our working list, and we perform symbolic execution until no more CFG nodes are discovered. Interested readers are referred to our full paper in ASPLOS 2022 [29] for detailed detection methods.

4 RESULTS & CONTRIBUTIONS

We build $\mu$Trimmer on top of angr [30] and evaluate the efficacy of $\mu$Trimmer with a set of experiments. We run $\mu$Trimmer to debloat supporting libraries for SPEC CPU2017 benchmarks, popular firmware applications (e.g., Apache, BusyBox, OpenSSL, and Perl), and a real-world wireless router firmware image (TP-Link Archer A10). We demonstrate that $\mu$Trimmer safely removes unused code by running the officially-provided test suite—the debloated program reveals the same results as the original program’s executions. For SPEC CPU2017 Integer suite, our security experiments show that $\mu$Trimmer can cut the exposed code surface by 53.4% to 79.9% and eliminate various reusable code gadgets by 56.2% to 78.9%. The dead code elimination caused by static linking is taken by recent work [8, 12] as an upper bound of library debloating; $\mu$Trimmer’s debloating capability competes with the static linking results and outperforms piece-wise [8] and Nibbler [12]. Interested readers are referred to our full paper in ASPLOS 2022 [29] for detailed evaluation data. Next, we show that $\mu$Trimmer’s code elimination is very close to the static linking result, which is generally recognized as the optimal library code reduction rate.

$\mu$Trimmer vs. Static Linking The effect of static linking represents an upper bound for dead code elimination. However, static linking does not allow memory sharing across processes and may lead to a significantly larger disk footprint, and thus it has been discouraged by many OSs [31]. We compare $\mu$Trimmer with static linking to highlight our debloating capability.

As the Apache web server relies on a maximum number of shared libraries in our dataset, we select it for comparison. Table 3 shows
the per-library debloating results. The second column shows the binary code size of the original shared libraries. The third column lists the binary code size of the thinned shared libraries. The fifth column shows the binary code size after static linking. Note that the Apache web server heavily uses two shared libraries (libapr and libaprutil), thus both Trimmer and static linking can only remove a small portion of code from them. Overall, static linking removes 42.2% of binary code, while Trimmer’s code reduction is very close to static linking’s result by a small gap of 2.2%. Upon further investigation, we find that the gap of 2.2% is caused by our conservative strategy on handling read-only global function pointers (Type 6 in Figure 2), while static linking can correctly remove functions in the `.data.rel.ro` section.

Directly comparing related work [8, 12, 13] is infeasible because of their specific assumptions (e.g., source code and runtime support) and different platform requirements. Fortunately, both piece-wise [8] and Nibbler [12] also compare their debloating results with static linking. We measure the difference value of code reduction ratio with static linking as an indirect evaluation. Piece-wise removes 3.9% less code than static linking, and this difference value for Nibbler is 10%. Compared with piece-wise and Nibbler, μTrimmer has fewer assumptions but still outperforms them.

**Contributions**

Overall we make the following contributions:

- Unlike PCs and Servers who can afford a myriad of security protections, embedded devices with limited computing resources are sensitive to deploy advanced software hardening techniques. Our research shows that static binary debloating for shared libraries, which incurs zero runtime overhead, has distinctive strengths to secure embedded systems.

- CFG construction is the cornerstone of static binary debloating; but without source code or debug symbols, it is known to be a challenging problem. Our study shows that, by taking advantage of MIPS ABI and PIC specifications, we can find a practical solution to circumvent this challenge and safely erase unused code. μTrimmer’s debloating capability is on a par with the static linking’s code downsizing results.

**Research Impacts**

This study leads to one first-author publication in ASPLOS 2022 [29], and this paper also passed Artifact Evaluation and obtained three ACM badges: Artifact Available, Artifact Functional, and Results Reproducible. In addition, this study leads to a research funding from Cisco: "Security Hardening of IoT Devices via Deblocking Shared Libraries." The potential customers of our proposed solution are individuals and companies who want to secure embedded systems via automated binary hardening.

**Open Source**

μTrimmer’s demo video is available at [YouTube](https://www.youtube.com). We have released μTrimmer’s source code and non-proprietary dataset to facilitate reproduction and reuse at [Zenodo](https://zenodo.org).